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Abstract: 

Instinctive recognition of diabetic retinopathy wounds, like exudates can provide opportunity to primary identifies certain 

diseases. Recently, several methods of fundus extraction techniques are proposed which can detect the exudates in fundus 

images in more promising manner. However, the issue of noise in fundus images is ignored in the majority of existing 

literature. Although Neighborhood Estimator before filling filter has shown significant results over available techniques, but it 

is poor in its speed. Also, it is not so efficient for various noises at a same time. Therefore, to improve the accuracy of exudate 

extraction further an integrated neighbourhood estimator before filling filter with edge weakening filter technique is proposed 

in this paper. The integrated neighbourhood estimator before filling filter with edge weakening filter will use improved EDGE 

WEAKNING filter which enables us to detect exudates even in highly corrupted noisy images.Experimental results shown that 

the proposed technique is better as compared to other techniques. 
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1 Introduction 

Image egmentation are available but as compared to other images segmentation of retinal blood vessel is a  complex process as 

there are branches and complex topologies in fundus image . Correct segmentation of these branches  is quite necessary . 

Artefacts are also there in images due to variation in illumination  .Also there are vessels of varying  diameters that  need to be 

properly segmented. Noisy background of the image also harm the accuracy of the image .So segmentation  of fundus image to 

get the vessel portion is not an easy task.  To attain good results different segmentation techniques are used . Some image 
segmentation techniques that are being used in retinal vessel segmentation are explained in the following section [8]. 

 

 

 Fig.1: 

From Left To Right: Original Color Image; Green Plane Image; Normalized Gray Level Image;  

 

Image Segmentation may be defined as the function of breaking down any image into an accumulation of various related 

pieces of pixels. The key intent behind segmentation is definitely to make a simple and transformed representation of a picture 

in such a way that it is easier to understand, specify, read and illustrate. This process of segmentation is mainly placed on an 
image to find out the various objects present inside the image. These objects could be anything like various edges, lines, 

curves, regions present in an image. 

a) Color images 

colored image includes three color i.e. red, green and blue images at the specific location. Assuming RGB image each pixel has 3 

bytes (24 bits) needed to store it in the memory. This data implies that the black and white image needs three times less space 

as compared to the coloured image.  
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Fig.2: Fundus Color Image 

b) Binary image 
Binary image employs single bit to specify each pixel of the image. A bit can be represented only in 2 states either on or off. 

Their inability to represent intermediate value of various shades of the gray limits their ability to cope with the coloured 

images. 

1.1 Properties 

Segmentation generally is derived from 2 basic attributes of gray level values: 

1. Discontinuity- Partition an image centred on rapid changes in intensity. Example:  Isolated points, lines and ends of image. 

2. Similarity- Partition an image centred on regions which are related based on a set of predefined conditions i.e. similarity 

attempt to generate the standard regions by group together related pixels that meet predefined criteria. Example: Thresholding, 

region growing, region splitting and merging.  

2 Segmentation based on Clustering 

Forming the similarity as the criteria to form clusters of meaningful objects, clustering based segmentation (unsupervised 
classification) adopts acquiring the structure of the given data set without prior information about distribution of data. 

Clustering is broadly classified into two categories: the hard and soft. The phenomena where each data item belong to exactly 

one cluster with membership value of only one or zero is known as k-means clustering and the process where each data item 

can belong to more than one cluster with membership values ranging from zero to one is known as fuzzy clustering. Better 

flexibility can be achieved using fuzzy or soft clustering methods to segment an image. K-means assumes that for any pixel, its 

neighbourhood pixel have identical values. Formation of clusters is done on the basis of Euclidean distance. It offers the 

advantage of being simple and computationally faster. Fuzzy clustering uses membership function assigned to each pixel. 

Natural images can’t be segmented using this approach because of its sensitivity to change of colors as a result of sunlight 

illumination. Larger images would require high computational time. Spatial relationship between pixels is ignored resulting in 

making FCM highly sensitive to noise. As a result FLICM(Fuzzy Local Information c-mean) was planned that eventually 

improved clustering efficiency but at a same time degraded the edges. To deal with this edge degradation eventually 
FELICM(Fuzzy c mean with Edge and Local Information) was proposed that included the weight of pixel in the local 

neighbour windows resulting in edge exactness. Various advantages of k-means clustering are: 

a. Very precise. 

b. Understanding k-means is quite easier. 

c. Fast and robust. 

d. Using k-means for data sets that have distinctive regions will provide better segmentation results. 

 

Various limitations of k-means clustering are: 

a. Noisy data become tough to handle. 

b. Is not applicable for non-linear data. 

c. Number of cluster centers need to known beforehand. 

 
Advantages of fuzzy clustering techniques are: 

a. Much efficient than k-means. 

b.Whenever image has overlapped or mixed regions, fuzzy clustering has capability to produce efficient results. 

 

Limitations of fuzzy include: 

a. Processing time to execute fuzzy is high. 

b. Noisy points are difficult to deal.  

c.Number of cluster centers need to known beforehand. 

 

3. Medical Images 

Medical images such as PET (Positron Emission Tomography), MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and CT (Computed 

Tomography) etc. are a great source of information. The size, resolution and dimensions of medical images have grown with 

the time. The increase in the size and dimensions of the medical images has many technical challenges. There is need of 

techniques which can lead to automatic detection of diseases, tumors and lesions, and highlight their location in a group of 

images [4].  
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Fig.3: Medical Image 

 

 

5. Retinal Vessel Segmentation 

The Retina is mainly considered as a gentle responsive to, covering in the rear of your respective vision which blows the 

pictures to one’s brain. In the centre of that nerve framework can function as the macula. It provides the sharp, important 

perception necessary for analyzing, running and observing good details. The retina body vessels are the key element of retina 

because they offer blood to retina and also transmit signs to mind from the retina. 

 

Fig.4: Example of Retinal Vessel Segmentation[3] 

 
 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Varade R. Rohini et al. (2013)[9] discussed that living of intuition sound is one of the very most repeated issues in several 

electronic pictures handling applications. Therefore for removing such intuition sound median centred filtration becomes 

commonly used. Nevertheless, there were lots of modifications of median filtration in studies. Along with normal median 

filtration, there can be find measured median filtration, normal median filtration and so many others.RahebiJaved et al. (2013) 

[24] mentioned a strategy to improve the performance of the co-ordinated filtration by using a Gabor filtration to boost the 

whole reliability of segmenting vessels. The Gabor filtration establishes whether the pixel is vessel or non-vessel on the 

foundation of co-ordinated filtration and a number of other features made on the pixel level. The vessels were acknowledged 

by thresholding the image of the retina, its reaction to the co-ordinated filtration while the limit is altered by the reaction of the 

image to Gabor filter. The consequence of the bottom reality could be received by physically branded images. Different checks 
were performed to attain higher performance because of this coordinated filter.Wang Yangfan et al. (2013) [8]suggested an 

extensive approach to segment the retina vessels.The strategy doesn’t involve initial processing and teaching and may thus be 

utilized entirely on various picture sets. We improve the vessels applying coordinated filter with various wavelet kernels, 

splitting up vessels from litter and brilliant local characteristics. Sound elimination is accomplished by varying scale 

breakdown of improved images. They displayed essential issue to reach the suitable breakdown and uncover the related price 

of the range variable preventing the quantity of facts recorded. Eventually a binary chart of the vessels is received.Sreeja J K 

et al. (2013)[10] proposed that in the act of acquiring an image or indication, electronic pictures frequently get afflicted with 

noise. Sound may severely influence the grade of images. They suggested a fresh algorithm for eliminating wish noise. The 

most widely used strategy for wish sound elimination is normal median filtration and efficiency of SMF is increased with the 

addition of changing process named converting median filtration. This approach was revised with a number of methods 

utilizing the notion of position obtain to enhance the sound treatment capability.SharmaArchna et al. (2013) [11]shown to be 

able to study any vision condition the acceptance of blood vessels is quite essential. The existing examination was primarily 
fond of creating a advanced process for removing common and abnormal features in the images of retina. The RGB aspect was 

used for deciding the documents of blood vessels. And that planned approach has additionally applied phases such as for 

example initial processing, segmenting and getting different features. This approach has been discovered to be effective 

because it was straightforward to implement.DassRajeshwar et al. (2012)[62] showed that picture segmentation is a technique 

by which a picture is distributed into various parts to be able to transform the representation of a picture in to such a thing 

which can be more standard and substantial to read. Several different ways have previously been planned and they have 

mentioned the methods employed in ultrasound and SAR control of images. It could be claimed that the basic evaluation of all 

present segmentation techniques have already been mentioned there.MittalAshima et al. (2012)[32] discussed that the 

converting median filtration has turned out to be really powerful in eliminating intuition sound. Sound recognition represents a 
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substantial position in filtering. The planned algorithm contains two iterations for finding loud pixels. An inclusive listing of 

simulation effects for different forms of pictures implies that the maximum indicate to sound proportion of the planned 

algorithm is large set alongside the active algorithms.AfroseZinat (2012)[68] discussed that image selection practices are 

generally utilized in eliminating disturbances in images. But illustration of information is getting common everyday applying 

element images. Therefore, sound elimination is essential to keep up the grade of the element images. Sound may be included 

with the element pictures throughout picture exchange, picture acquiring or picture transmission. Various literatures examine 

reveals that numerous selection practices were shown to eliminate sound or to increase the grade of the destroyed images. The 

report handles the efficiency of median, centre weighted filter, measured filter and so on to eliminate different kind of noises 

present in the element images.Fraz M. M. et al. (2011) [58] has  shown a monitored strategy for the segmentation of retinal 

vessels. They have utilized a 7-D function vector which is created by acquiring the components of line operators, point 

advantages and focused Gabor filters at numerous scales. The Gaussian combination design is employed for the classification 
of retinal pictures into vessel and non-vessel classes.Priyanka  et al. (2013) [26]    proposed the method of retinal blood vessel 

segmentation using clustering algorithm DBSCAN. The algorithm  is based   upon the  

density-based notion of  clusters that are   created to  find the   clusters  that have  arbitrary shapes.  Just single input   

parameter  is required for DBSCAN and assist   the individual  in determining a suitable  value with regard to it. 

3.1 LIMITATIONS IN EARLIER TECHNIQUES 

The literature survey has found that the majority of existing exudate segmentation techniques suffers from the following issues. 

1. The effect of the noise in fundus images is ignored in the majority of existing literature. 
2. Although Neighborhood Estimator Before Filling filter has shown significant results over available techniques, but it 

is poor in its speed. 

3. The Neighborhood Estimator Before Filling filter is rich in preserving the edges but not so efficient for high density 

of multiple noises. 

Therefore, integrated neighborhood estimator before filling filter with edge weakening filter techniques is primary goal of this 
dissertation.  

 

 

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Edge weakening filter (EWF) 

Edge weakening filter is a combination of bilateral filter and edge weakening filter. The bilateral filtering 

smoothes images when keeping edges, by means of some sort of nonlinear combination of nearby 

image values. This method can be non-iterative, community, local with simple. The conventional 

bilateral narrow simultaneously dumbbells p primarily based on spatial length through the middle pixel 

as well as distance in tone. The domain filter weights pixels based on their distance from the center.  

 

 (1)    =  
1

2
𝑒

−
(𝑖−𝑗)(𝑖−𝑗)

2𝑥2 𝑝(𝑖 − 𝑗) 

 

 

Where and  denotes the spatial positions. The bilateral filter can be written as:- 

 

2)       
∫ 𝐻𝑏𝐹(𝑗)𝑝(𝑖−𝑗)𝑞(𝐹(𝑖)−𝐹(𝑗))𝑑𝑗

∫ 𝐻𝑏𝐹(𝑖−𝑗)𝑝(𝑓(𝑖)−𝑓(𝑗))𝑑𝑗
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Bilateral filter has become utilized for even smooth images retaining a edges. Nevertheless, in order to 

avoid through smoothing houses of measurements akin to the image resolutions, some sort of thin 

spatial eye-port has become used. Leading to want performing additional time inside filter process 

which is conducted applying border deterioration filter. 

 

 = (3)……�̅�(𝑖) = 
1

𝛿(𝑖)
∫ 𝑄𝜎𝐶(𝑗)𝑄𝜎𝑑

 

Ω
(𝐹(𝑖 − 𝑗)] − 𝑓(𝑖)𝑓(𝑖 − 𝑗)𝑑𝑗 

 

Side worsening narrow (EWF) is required to overpower the particular gradient change items occurring. The actual 

selection .Steps involved in EWF is usually to begin with done within the instruction of the image G and this can 

be one more guide reference image or the input image I itself . Allow Ix along with Gx function as high intensity 

value on pixel s of the minimum amount channel image along with carefully guided input image,  function as 

kernel eye-port centered on pixel s, in order to be consistent along with bilateral filter. EWF might be formulated 

by simply. 

 

4)    EWF = EWF(𝐼)𝑥 = 
1

∑ 𝑊𝐽𝑇𝐹𝑥𝑦(𝐺)𝑦𝜖𝑧𝑝

∑ 𝑊𝐽𝑇𝐹𝑥𝑦(𝐺)𝐼𝑦𝑦𝜖𝑍𝑝
 

 

Where the kernel weight function is written by 

 

5)  𝑊𝐺𝐵𝑇𝐹𝑥𝑦(𝐺)  

 

 

 

 …6)    𝑊𝐽𝑇𝐹𝑥𝑦(𝐺) =  
1

|𝑊|2
∑ (1 + 

(𝐺𝑥−𝑢𝑝)(𝐺𝑦−𝑢𝑝)

𝜎𝑝
2+ 

)𝐾:(𝑥,𝑦)𝜖𝑍𝑝
 

   

Where  and  are the mean and variance of the guided image G in a local window .w is the number of 

pixels in the window. 

 

3.2 Neighborhood estimator before filling filter 

We propose a novel in painting filter (Algorithm 1), called neighborhood estimator before filling (NEBF) 

to fill detected exudates regions. 
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Algorithm 1 NEBF 

 

ExudMk ← dilate (ExudMk); 

TmpInpOrg𝑖← ExudM ExudMk ≠  0)  =  0; Inp 

while all exudates are not in painted do 

            ExudMk ← erode (ExudMk); 

            TmpInp← call ExudI np (TmpInp, ExudMk); 

    end while 

  ImgInp ← TmpInp; 

 

 

1.2 Neighborhood estimator before filling filter 

We propose a novel in painting filter (Algorithm 1), called neighborhood estimator before filling (NEBF) 

to fill detected exudates regions. 

 

Algorithm 2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

I =  (I, ) 

 To Fill ←  – erode (); 

 ∀  ∈ To Fill |  ToFill () = 0 

 

 

0 
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The algorithm proceeds iteratively in a radial means into the exudate's core. Utilizing a conventional 

ceiling to find exudates (set to relieve phony positives, as a result enabling far more phony negatives) 

generally below segments each one exudate, causing a new thin boundary involving unnoticed pixels. 

That is why, many of us enlarge a noticed exudate hide immediately after thresholding that has a circle 

involving distance 3 pertaining to STARE and also 6 pertaining to HRF. All of us then proceed radially 

when it comes to a exudate's core. The structuring component for any erosions inside Algorithms 1 and 

also 2 is usually a circle having distance involving 1 pixel I =  (I, ) 

 pertaining to STARE and 3 p pertaining to HRF. All of our target should be to load exudates in an 

exceedingly easy way. Since Algorithm criteria 2 exhibits, this is accomplished simply by averaging each 

background and already calculated principles plummeting inside eight-connected location of each pixel 

(the distance 3rd R = 3 pertaining to STARE and also 3rd R = 7 pertaining to HRF). Through the averaging 

practice, noticed exudate p (set to 0) are not used in account. The truth is, new release simply by new 

release, a impact involving historical past p diminishes, that involving calculated p increases. Recognize 

that NEBF is put on to the original impression (not towards homogenized a person used simply to find 

exudates). 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to implement the proposed algorithm, design and implementation has been performed in MATLAB2013 using image 

processing toolbox. The Proposed approach is hybrid Neighbourhood Estimator Before Filling with ant colony based 

segmentation will be used for retinal vessel segmentation. Results show that our proposed approach gives better results than 

the existing techniques. 

 

1. True Positive Rate 

More the value of this parameter more is the quality of the image. Table 1 and Graph 1 clearly indicate that results with the 

proposed algorithm are better than the existing method. 

 

Table 1: True Positive Rate 

Image No. Existing Technique Proposed 

Technique 

1 0.8811 0.9982 

2 0.88473 0.95601 

3 0.88318 0.95373 

4 0.881043 0.97085 

5 0.88155 0.92003 

6 0.8876 0.83758 

7 0.8808 0.98506 

8 0.8841 0.9827 

9 0.8822 0.99098 

10 0.88651 0.98019 
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Fig.1: True Positive Rate 

2.True Negative Rate 

More the value of TPR more is the improvement in the results. Table.2 and Fig.  2 shows the values of TPR for both existing 

as well as proposed method. The results clearly show that the proposed method overcomed the existing method. 

 

Table.2: True Negative Rate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image No. Existing Value Proposed Value 

1 0.9642 0.99863 

2 0.96105 0.99558 

3 0.96528 0.99553 

4 0.96347 0.99578 

5 0.96604 0.98688 

6 0.9546 0.96774 

7 0.9679 0.99411 

8 0.9667 0.99516 

9 0.9576 0.99231 

10 0.964760 0.99305 
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Fig. 2: True Negative Rate 

3.F-Measure 

More is the value of this parameter more is the classification quality. Table 3 and Fig.3 shows the results computed from 

existing and proposed techniques. These clearly show that the proposed method is better than the existing method. 

 

Table 3: F- Measure 

Image No. Existing Value Proposed Value 

1 0.38893 0.45713 

 

2 0.35527 0.43995 

 

3 0.35682 0.46274 

 

4 0.35957 0.44153 

 

5 0.35845 0.45974 

6 0.35342 0.472422 

7 0.35925 0.48944 

8 0.38593 0.47299 

9 0.38783 0.46243 

10 0.36349 0.48808 

 

 

Fig. 3: F-Measure  
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Conclusion  

The effect of the noise in fundus images is ignored in the majority of existing literature. Although Neighborhood Estimator 

Before Filling filter has shown significant results over available techniques, but it is poor in its speed. The Neighborhood 

Estimator Before Filling filter is rich in preserving the edges but not so efficient for high density of multiple noises. Therefore, 

integrated neighborhood estimator before filling filter with edge weakening filter techniques is presented in this paper. To 

check the performance of proposed technique, the parameters such as true positive rate, true negative rate, and F1 measure are 

evaluated. From performance evaluation, it has been proved that the proposed technique is better than other existing 

techniques. 
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